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BEATINGS ABOUT THE BUSH, OR HOW TO SLAY THE
MARSUPIALS.

I T has often been a minor reproach levelled against Australia that,
with all the inducements it offers to the capitalist, the botanist,

the ethnologist, or the lover of natural scenery, to pay a visit to its
shores, it hafl hitherto held out no inducement to the sportsman to
bring his battery and wage war against the wild denizens of the
bush and brake, it having been taken as an accepted fact that
shooting kangaroos, wallabys, dingoes, and emu was but tame spGrt,

and in fact a game not worth the candle. I think this reproach has
now been removed. The shooting which has been going on for the
last five or six weeks at Warroo has conclusively proved that sport
of the very highest order can be obtained in Queensland with little
or no trouble, and at an outlay which would bring it within reach of
the most unambitious. Outsiders occasionally hear, by chance as it
were, of riding after wild cattle in the bush; of shooting wild bulls
and horses on some solitary far-off run; of an occasional kangaroo
hunt, or stray duck shooting They know that of racing, and good
raeing, too, there is no stint; that your cricket and rowing are "not
to be sneezed at;" but as regards shooting, they invariably say, "Oh,
there's no such thing in Australia; you need not take a gun there;

take a saddle by all means, but leave your gun at home." At
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Warroo, a station belonging to J\Ir. Bracher, all were made welcome
who conld use a gun. Speaking now of "that which I have seen,"

I can only say that the sport came far above my most sanguine

expectations.
The ride by rail to Warwick, through the magnificently wooded

hills, stretching league behind league, tier above tier, till the country

resembled a vast ocean of billowy verdure, and then over the brovd

yellow bosom of the undulating downs, dotted with countless herds
of sheep and cattle, was to me most interesting. Leaving ,Yarwick

I was lucky enough to get a lift in a returning buggy, started off at
once for Pikedale, and camped out for the night. Leaving Pikedale
I set out with a guide for the scene of the gl'eat Battne, the now

famous run of Warroo. After several hours sharp riding through
the bush we heard sounds to our right resembling the report of

distant gunshots. Our nags pricked up their ears, and now came

with the wind the confused echoes of the shouting of the beaters.

"By Jove, we're in luck's way t we have hit the line," said the

guide. We hurried off to the right, across a dried-up creek, then
straight up a sheer mountain side, where the rocks stood up "rugged

and stern," pauserl a moment to admire the wonderful panorama of
abrupt crag and wooded mountain stretching all around-a vast

amphitheatre of forest-clad hill and dell; and, joining the line of

dusky beaters, slowly descended into the basin below, drivingan excited

mob of bounding kangaroos and wallaroos before us, Occasicnallya

scared animal would try to break back or to outflank t1e line; then

the beater on his active horse-one that can climb like a goat and

gallop like a demon-would set off in pursuit, yelling like a fiend;
his long stock-whip waking the echoes in the wooded glen, and
making the vaulted arcades of the forest ring again. From the
valley below a shot was now heard, followed at intervals by another,

then by twos and threes. From our elevation we could see the

position of the whole line. Tiny wreaths of smoke curled upwards
from among the swaying branches j dusky forms went hopping about

along the line, here in groups and clusters, and there in a long

extended line of dingy lavender and grey. Now the whole valley
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reverberates, as the firing waxes hot j the air IS fillecl with sOlmd,
the thud thud of the bounding game is distinctly heard, and amid
shrieks, and yells, cries, cracking of whips, and an incessant rattle of

musketry, as volley after volley is poured into the advancing line of

animals, the beat culminates, the excitement reaches its height, and

s)on the noise and bustle die away, and naught is again heard but

the talk and laughter of the men as the beaters and shooters mix

together and discuss the incidents of the sport. I received a hearty

welcome, discussed a lunch of beef and damper, washed down with
quart pot tea, and then the ammunition was served out to me.

Old General Wombat, the director-in-chief of the beaters, was a

character in very deed. An aboriginal, paralysed in the lower
extremities, he has the strength of a practised athlete in his arm~.

To see him slouching along in a constrained sitting attitude made one

pity him. Reaching his horse, however, he seizes the stirrup with

his bony hand, and by sheer force pulls himself into the saddle, and

once seated there, old Wombat is at home. With one foot in the

short stirrup, and the other doubled up under him on the saddle, he
careers along, cares for nl) impediment, dashes down the rockiest
incline or through the densest scrub with the same reckless disregard
of danger; and his red handkerchief bound round his grizzled locks,
his eyes gleaming with excitement, and his hoarse shouting filling

the air, he looks no unapt representation of a forest gnome, or demon

rider of the Hartz or Bracken.

The beaters, led by this old veteran, scour the gullies, and creeks,

and slopes, shouting and cracking their whips, and driving all the
game before them. A stock-rider is posted at each flank to keep the
boys in hand. Their riding is superb. I had often heard wonderful

stories of bush riding, but no description could come up to tue reality.
Our troop, if not romantic, was very picturesque. Riding along in

line, over fallen wood and across dry creeks, each with ills slouched
hat, his bag of cartridges, and polished, gleaming gun, and the

various implements of camping life hanging from the saddle, we

looked like a band of guerilla troopers out on an expedition. The

astonishing part to me was the wonderful knowledge of the country
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displayed by the men. Onr host, in giving directions for the beat,

seemed to know every yard of the ground for miles. A broken branch,

a pile of stones, a peculiar tree, a gulley, a gap, a waterhole, were all to

him as so many familiar landmarks, and seemed to be equally well

known to all the men. vVe have ridden at a hard gallop sometimes for
miles across the most intricate country, through gap and gorge, over

crag and peak, down dingle and dell, and at the end of our long ride,
and still longer wait, the line of beaters has come across our position

as true as if they had had us in sight all the time. By the time I
had joined the party the men had all been at the work daily for

weeks, consequently every man knew his place and duty; each man's

eye, too, was "in," very few shots were wasted, and no delays or
hitches occurred. Moreover all were merry and goodhuml)ured, and

from first to last seemed imbued with that spirit of hearty goodwill and
camaraderie which field sports invariably evoke. A healthy rivalry

there was of course, but all were goodnatnred, considerate to each
other, unselfish, and unaffectedly anxious to promote good sport and

successful shooting. You would scarcely imagine the excitement that

attends the sport. When we have all been put in our places, there is

often a long wait till the beaters come up. Some recline at full

length in the shadow of a tree; others study a newspaper; but
generally ample time is afforded to make all necessary arrangements.

The silence is almost depressing. Occasionally your horse behind

the line kicks up the gravel, or a stray shot at some solitary kangaroo,

unconscious of your proximity, breaks the stillness for a moment,
but, as a rule, the utmost silence prevails. There is no chirruping of

birds; nought is heard but the low sighing of the gentle breeze

among the gum trees. A flock of magpies or parrots may dart past,

or a silent little bird flit rapidly by, but otherwise no sight or sound
of animated life breaks all .the eye or ear. You watch the myriads
of insects hurrying over the dried up soil; the grass and wild flowers
drooping under the drought and heat; the gnarled trunks; the

pointed leaves of the wattle and cherry scrub, and white, glistening
boles of the gum trees begin to assume strange, fantastic shapes.

You are hovering on the confines of dreamland, when la! the first
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faint, far-di~tant halloo. The sound electrifies you. Yon grasp your

gun, put your pipe out-don't be shocked 1fr. Harper, or ashamed
of your far-away pupil-strain your ears to catch the slightest sound,

and eagerly peer forth to see if the expected victims are approaching.

The sounds slowly and gradually draw nearer. Then an "old man,"

a veritable tough old bounding brigand, jumps slowly past you, along
the ridge, just keeping out of shot. After him comes a black old

wallaroo. He is coming right up to you, when Bill, with his far
reaching gun, levels the deadly hail, and over rolls the wallaroo,
taken from your very teeth. Now they appear in twos and threes
over the ridge. You have ample time to watch their every motion,
they stop, cock their ears for the sounds of the beaters behind, leisurely

lick their fore-paws, nibble at a tuft of grass, and then jump on a

few paces further. Crack goes the gun to your right, over topples a

" flyer,"-a doe kangaroo, commonly called a "flyer" on account of
its great "lwiftness; the buck is commonly called an "old man "-the

rest hop about in truly comical bewilderment. One comes your way,

bang goes your gun, and you score No. 1. The rest, now fairly

frightened, bound along, and the guns go bang, bang, down the line,
as each shooter gets his chance. There is now a lull; the firing in
front has alarmed the leading mob. Not for long however. On
comes the howling line of beaters, like the remorseless march of fate.

Now there is a burst as a mob of "flyers" bound wildly towards the

line. Un right and left bursts forth the jets of flame. The ground

is dotted with the dead. You are warming to your work. You have as

yet had time to watch your neighbours shooting. Individual incidents

have as yet had time to catch your eye; but now the beaters are
nearing the ridge, and like an advancing flood the tide of kangaroos

flows swiftly on you. Bang, bang, goes your gun. A dozen others
repeat the chorus. Thud, thud, go the kangaroos. You can't fire

fast enough. Your gun is hot and kicking like a three-year-old.
Before, behind, on every side, the bounding forms go s,viftly past.
You turn, wheel, turn again. All is noise, bustle, mad excitement.

No time now to watch your neighbours. On they come, faster and

faster. You cannot help yelling in your mad glee. Your blood is
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fairly roused--the slaying fever is on you. The sporting instincts
are at their height. For the minute 'tis a glorious, wild delirium.

Hurrah! 'tis noble sport, and you chuckle in your glee as one after

another goes down before your gun, and for once in your life you
feel the fierce, unconstrained delight of the successful hunter.

Of course there are many who, like Gallio, "care for none of these

things," but sportsmen "ill understand my enthusiasm. The sport
is decidedly better than partridge, pheasant, or rabbit shooting. The
man must have a sluggard's blood, indeed, who does not warm up
into a genuine burst of excitement, as a kangaroo beat reaches its
culminating moment, and every effort is all too weak to stop the
torrent of bounding game that passes before you.

BY A "NEW CHUM."

THE W ARROO BATTUE.

(Dedicated by express permission to Field lIIarshal Wombat, Commander

in-Chief of the Army of Beaters, hero of a hundred shoots, scourge of
the kangaroo, grizzled old veteran, A 1 copper bottomed, and a "brick"

all over.)
Tune-"Pat of lIIullingar."

'Tis glorious from the racing stand to see some favourite horse,

Like an arrow keen, swift and light, careering round the course;

And hunting is delicious, when the hounds are staunch and true,
But I sing a new Australian sport-the shooting at "'''arroo.

Chorus-Then comrades all come join the call, we hunt the wallaroo;
Down with wallaby and "flyer," and the bounding kangaroo.

Long 'ere the sun has climbed the woody mountains' height,
The cook has filled the kettle and the camp fire blazes bright;

The fleecy smoke curls gracefully up to the heavens blue,

And we fill the cartridges that slay the cunning kangaroo.

Then comrades, &c.

The nags are caught, the girths are braced, and off we gaily ride,

By dell and dingle, creek and guliey, where playful shadows hide;
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From waving scrub and dancing leaf we brush the glistening dew,

And 'Vombat hurries off his mob to beat the kangaroo.
Then comrades, &c.

A whistle sounds, a line is formed, and each man takes his place,
A silent line of sentinels the coming foe to face;

No sound is heard till far, far off, a distant faint halloo
Tells the beaters have begun to rouse the jumping kangaroo.

Then comrades, &c.

And now the cracking of the whips and shouting nearer draws,
Aad the dusky, hopping lines come on without a moment's pause;
The deadly tubes discharge their hail, each sportsman's eye is true,
And soon is wallowing in its blood full many a wallaroo.

Then comrades, &c.

Fire, flame, and smoke, and hurtling shot, are volleyed forth like hail;
For the moment 'tis a mad melee in which no one may fail ;

Our blood is up, the echoes ring, and nought is now in view

But slaughter, dire and deadly, 'gainst the wary kangaroo.
Then comrades, &c.

In twos, and tens, and twenties, they come pouring like a flood,
The withered lea,es and herbage are crimson with their blood;
And past the deadly line of guns unharmed there pass but few,
'Tis a bully sport at moments, boys, to be after kangaroo.

Then comrades, &c.

In a shady spot beside a creek we light our midday fire,

No dainty dish or savoury sauce our appetites require;
'With merry hearts the livelong day we our manly sport pursue,

And heartily we all unite to slay the kangaroo.
Then comrades, &c.

ON SOME OLD MUSIC IN OUR LIBRARY.

lITE have in our library a beautifully preserved set of music books
II dating from the 16th century, and containing rare and little

known works by the greatest masters of that age. 'When or by what
means this treasure came into our possession I am not now in a

positi~ll to explain j but it h::ls cccurred to me that an account of the
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books themselves, their printers, their contents, and the composers
of the same, might be interesting to the readers of this magazine,

and I have thrown what information I could hastily collect into the
following sketch, for which I claim every indulgence.

In the first place all the six volumes are only the separate parts of
the various works contained in them. They are respectively the
Cantus or Treble, Altus, Tenor, Bassus, Quinta Vox (sometimes a
secondAlto, sometimes a second Tenor), and Sexta Vox, in either of the
preceding registers as occasion requires. 'Vhere a composition is in

more than six parts one volume may contain two or more; so that
to arrive at the complete work, which in every instance is purely
vocal, i.e., without accompaniment of any kind, one has to transcribe
the parts in score. 'Vhen they appeared the art of printing music
in moveable types was young, and printing in score, that is, with all
the parts of a work one above the other on the same page, had not
yet come into use. Each of these parts was intended for two or
more singers to sing from at the same time, consequently the print
had to be large and distinct. And it may he safely said that for

clearness and beauty of type these books, three hundred years old

though they be, compare very favourably with the newest "8vo.

edition," magnificently turnedout in gilt edges and a red cover by
the most enterprising firm in the world.

Not much can be said, however, for the outside of these volumes.
They are strongly bound in vellum and lettered "ORLANDO LASSUS,"

which does not convey a correct notion of their contents, and is a
curious version of the great composer's name, the christian name
being in Italian, while the surname is in Latin. This binding is
probably a comparatively recent addition, and merely serves to protect
six totally distinct books, the first three being sacred and devout
and the others secular and frivolous.

The contents are :-
(a.) "The choicest songs, commonly called motets, partly quite

new, partly never till now printed in Germany. Composed in six
and more parts by that most excellent musician Orlandus de Lassus."

The title-page' goes on to say that all those motets by this composer
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which were contained in a previous "Thesaurus Musicus" have

bcen added to this work so that it is increased by almost a third.

"The whole edited anew, much more correctly than hefore." From all

which we gather that this is by no means the first edition. On this

title page a certain E. Lambert has written his or her name, and it
would be interesting to discover who this person was. This work
contains 77 compositions, the last one being in ten parts. Latin

text. Sacred. NUremberg. At the printing office of Catherine

Gerlach. :ThIDLXXXVII.

(b.) A second volume of the same work, containing 71 compo
sitions, also to sacred Latin words except the last, which is an address
to a lady-presulllably young-named Anna. Same date.

ec.) "Nine passages from the book of Job, and other sacred motets

in four, five, and six parts; previously printed in three books, but

now collected into one volume. Composed by Orlandus de Lassus,
chapel master to the most illustrious Duke of Bavaria, to which

are added a few sacred songs by the pious Ferdinandus Lassus, now
first printed." Printed in 1588, one year after the preceding. In
this there are 61 works, the last three being by the great master's son
Ferdinand.

The next three are secular.

(d.) "Ballets in five parts, with their verses. For singing, playing,

and dancing, with a masque of hunters in six parts and a concert of

shepherds in eight. By Giovanni Giacomo Gastoldi da Caravaggio,
chapel master to the most serene Signor, Duke of J\Iantua. Printed

in Antwerp by Pietro Phalesio, 1601." Text, old Italian.

(e.) "The l\Iusical Paradise, a collection of madrigals and songs in

five parts, by divers most excellent composers. Newly collected and
brought to light by P. Phalesio, Antwerp." Same printer, 159l.

This is a most valuable work, as it contains no less than 41 compo
sitions by different writers of the period. Italian text.

(f) ":ThIadrigals in five parts by that excellent musician Luca

J\Iarenzio. Newly brought to light and corrected with all diligence.

Antwerp. Printed by Pietro Phalesio and Giovanni Bellero, 1593"
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.Another very valuable book, containing 78 compositions by this
great master. Italian text.

l'tIy space will only permit me to speak now of the first three of
these collections, which are devoted to the works of Orlando Lasso.

But as the others are perhaps more interesting from one point of
view, and as they introduce us to many great names I hope to be
able to say something about them in some future number.

Catherine Gerlach, who printed the volumes now under considera
tion, was the widow of a very celebrated music printer to whom we
are indebted for a vast quantity of works, which, from an antiquarian
point of view at least, are of the first importance. Dietrich Gerlach

came to Nuremberg in 1566 and succeeded to Jean de Berg,
punningly called Montanus, as was the fashion in those days.
Gerlach died in 1575, and Catherine kept the business on till 1592.

Now we come to the most important part of our subject, the

composer.
ROLAKD LATTRE, ORLANDUS LASSUS, ORLANDO DI LASSo.-However

we look at the name it makes no impression upon us. It is as
sounding brass in our ears. Yet in his day the possessor of it was
one of the world's greatest men, and the name itself a word to conjure
with wheresoever civilization was known.

He was born at :Mons, in Belgium, in the year 1520. From his
earliest days he was devoted to the art of which he became so absolute

a master. He began by being a choir boy in the church of St.
Nicholas in his native town, and the beauty of his voice was so
famous that he was kidnapped no less than three times on account of
it. When only twelve years old he accompanied the Viceroy of
Sicily, Ferdinand de Gonzaga, to Milan and afterwards to Sicily.
Six years afterwards we find him in Naples, where he remained
three years in the service of the l'tIarchese della Terza. In 1541 the

Cardinal.Archbishop of Florence, who was then in Rome, received
him with a warm welcome, and he lived six months in the palace of

that prince, and received during that time, though he was only 21
years old, the chapel-mastership in the church of St. John Lateran.
Here we stumble against a difficulty. .According to the archives of
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that church he held his honourable office till 1548, but according to
every other authority he resigned it two years after his appointment

upon hearing that his parents were dying at Mons. It is certain

that he hurried home with all the speed available for such a journey

at that time, and that he found his parents dead. The probability is

therefore that the authorities in Rome, unwilling to lose the prestige

of having such an artist on their staff, kept his name in their books
and held the office open for him till his return was hopeless. After
this sad and fruitless home journey he visited England and France
with a music-loving nobleman, Giulio Cesare Brancaccio. But as no
trace of his visit remains in either country we must conclude that it

was purely a pleasure trip. Upon his return he settled at Antwerp,

where he lived two years the intimate and well-beloved friend of the

most distinguished and learned men. "Quos," says his biographer,

"undique in musicis excitavit." Finally, in 1557, Albert V., Duke

of Bavaria, surnamed the Generous, invited him to Munich, where in

1562 he received the conductorship of a then famous band of musicians.

In "Munich he married Regina 'Veckinger, maid of honour in the
ducal court, by whom he had four sons (three of whom became good
musicians) and two daughters. In 1570 the Emperor l\faximilian n.
granted to him and to his descendants letters of nobility; and other

princes vied with each other to do him honour. At about this time

he visited Paris, and was received with enthusiasm by the French.

"The more than divine Orlando" was covered with presents, and created

Knight of "Malta by Charles IX. But the often-repeated story that

this monarch, continually haunted ,by the dread memory of St.
Bartholomew's Day, ever commissioned him to set the seven penitential
psalms which afterwards became so famous:(they are not included in
our collection) that he might find comfort and peace in hearing them

is a fable. A simple proof of this is the fact that these psalms were

already inserted in the celebrated ".:Munich :Music Books," which
were written and illllminated between 1565 and 1570, while the

great massacre did not take place till 1572. These books formed

what we should call an Edition de Luxe of the master's most

important works, written with scrupulous care and illuminated with
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marvellous skill by the greatest masters of the day, bound in the
most sumptuous manner, clasped· with clasps of gold, and covered
with precious stones. They were executed by order of Lasso's

ducal patron, and are now among the most treasured possessions of
the Munich :Museum.

Charles IX. invited the master to Paris, and the post he offered

him was so brilliant, so honourable, and so lucrative, that even .Albert

was constrained to urge him to accept it. But on his way to assume

his new office he heard of the King's death, retraced his steps with

all speed, and was received with open arms hy the Duke. In the

same year (1574) the Pope, Gregory XIII., created him a Knight of
the Golden Spur. In 1579 .Albert V. died, but his successor, William
V. (the Pious) shewed him equal favour, and he spent the rest of his

life in :Munich, rich, the possessor of golden opinions from all sorts of
men, and producing an almost incredible number of works-some say

two thousand. ·With him work was simply a matter of duty. " .As

long as God grants me health," he was wont to say, " I cannot allow

myself to be idle." Taking this marvellous activity into consider
ation -for, besides 11is exceeding fertility in composition, the duties

of his chapel-mastership cannot have been light-it is no wonder that

in his old age his~milld suddenly gave way, and, from being cheerful

and contented, he became gloomy, morose, and filled with ghastl.y
anticipations of his death. He died June 15th, 1594.

The poets of his day were loud in his praise. His music had all

sorts of merits, such as are not usually conceded to the effusions of

ordinary composers, attributed to it. It was supposed to heal the sick,

and one motet, "Gustate et videte" (included in our collection) was

commonly believed to possess the power of keeping off rain-perhaps

this was written during his visit to England. His epitaph briefly
shews what estimation he was held in by his contemporaries ;-

Hie ille est Lassus, lassum qui recreat orbem;

Discordemque sua copulat Harmonia.

Orlando di Lasso was the last representative of the great Belgian
school of composers; a school which for two centuries had led the

taste of the world. The Netherlands were the cradle of music, and
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it was there in U50 that Johanne Tinctoris laid the foundation of

the noble school which held calm sway till 1600, enriching the world

with masterpieees of the loftiest description, and culminating and

suddenly closing in Orlando di Lasso. "The rest is silence."

The works by Lasso which are contained in the first three parts of
our books, were all received with universal enthusiasm at the time of

their first appearance and performance. rhey were looked for as
anxiously and received as eagerly as we should anticipate and welcome

a book by our greatest living master; and their immense popularity

speaks volumes for the marvellous vocal skill possessed by our
ancestors, for more difficult music than this can scarcely be imagined.

In those days musical instruments were in their infancy, and the
most perfect music was that written for and executed by, the human

voice. As a matter of fact the great composers, such as Josquin

Depres and Orlando di Lasso, wrote only vocal music. And it may

be said that if we try to put ourselves back into that dead time, and

to forget all the progress which the science of composition has been

forced to make in order to keep up with the gigantic improvement in
every possible musical instrument, we shall find that purely vocal
music had certainly reached its highest possible development in
Lasso's time, and that as soon as instrumental accompaniment was

introduced this magnificent branch of the art began to decay till, in

the present day, it is a thing almost forgotten, certainly unpractised.

If we proposed a performance of the motets contained in these

priceless volumes we should first have to discover a choir able to do

them justice-which we might perhaps succeed in doing at no great

distance -and secondly to find an audience, ignorant on the one

hand of the tremendous resources of modern music ani the charac
teristics of modern melody, and, on the other hand, deeply versed in

all the seience of the ancient contrapuntist. For to an audience not

possessing these negative and positive qualities this music would be
no more intelligible than is that of the Red Indiau to us. The day

may come when, surfeited with sound aud fury signifying nothing,

we may again Gultivate a taste for pure vocal music, and when these

truly great works may inspire their hearers with as great an
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enthusiasm as greeted their former performances; but now, while we
cannot rest till we have added accompaniments to works which their
composers doubtless fondly imagined were already accompanied,
while we paint the lily, gild refined gold, and add brass to Handel,
these tomes are sealed and their contents merely curious monuments
of a bygone greatness and a taste with which we have no sympathy.

L.N.P.

STRAY THOUGHTS ABOUT ODD WORDS.

I
GNORA~CE is the mother of invention; not in matters of

science and art, but in matters of grammar is this strictly true.
To blessed ignorance we owe many a word which the English
language did not originally possess; some foreign language supplied
the skeleton and ignorance gave it life. Thus the French ecrevisse

furnished the materials for our word crawfish " and the unlearned
in our British Isles manufactured kick.shaws out 01 the Gallic
quelque-chose. Thus also the chatte-pelouse (velvety cat) of Norman
patois became our caterpillar, and the phrase "hoc est opus" of
the old transubstantiation school of theology became the "hocus

pocus" of modern slang.
It must be borne in mind that it is not the Literati who make

the language; it is the unlearned, the people who hardly ever
write but everlastingly talk, who are the factors in the great work of
word-building. The despised rabble, the ignobz:le vulgus, coin or
adapt the words, and then literature stereotypes them; the Roman
soldiery who invaded Gaul, introduced an ungrammatical I.atin,
which the rude barbarians clipped and murdered, and finally
moulded into a language of their OlVn, the present modern French.
Thus they reduced aqua to ealt, blasphemare to blamer, hospitule to
hOtel, long before literature stepped in and stereotyped the words as
its own property, "all rights reserved."
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Much of the Latin which was murdered in Gaul was further
mutilated when it passed into Great Britain. Thus the Latin
l.£appa, which was metamorphosed into the French Nappe, crossed
over to us and formed our diminutive word napkin, while the
French, on their side of the Channel, coined out of it their own
diminutive naperon; but not content with purloining our napkin,
we also purloined the French nr~peron and called it a naperon. The
theft was too glaring, language felt ashamed of it; luckily ignorance
came to the rescue and concealed the stolen thing under an apron.
This was no great effort, for it had given us before a nickname, a
newt, an adder out of the originals an iclcname, an ewt, a nadder.

This blessed ignorance has clone more wonderful things than this
simple transposition of an n in the article. Its feats are astounding;
it has coined the singular pea out of the word pease, which was
already singular, and made peser in the plural; it has made the
plural crmdelabras out of candelabra, which was already plural, and
it has made comparatives of comparatives and superlatives of superla
tives, thus going from worse to worser, and from extreme to extremest.

Ignorance has done nearly as much for the French language as it
has done fer the English. Thus hedera, uvetla appeared in old
French as ierre and uette, and with the article l'1'erre, l'uetle; but in
course of time ignorance mistook this latter form for the simple
substantive and appended a fresh article to it, thus forming le lierre,

la luette; similarly our 'otter and oriole became in French le loutre,

le lariat, and the old word l'endemain became le lendemain.

But if ignorance is skilful in coining words, it is also very success.
ful in pickling and preserving them. To blessed ignorance we are
indebted for the preservation of many an old word which the
learned Latinity strove to choke off. A flood of Latinism at one
time threatened to sweep away the old language, but the vulgarity
of speech of common folk, the prosy talk of the unlearned, kept

alive the older language in the teeth of grammarians and scholars.
A tale is told of a clergyman of some country parish who laid

down for himself the law of preaching in common English. A

learned brother clergyman having asked to preach for him, he
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unwillingly gave way, but with the pledge that none but common
English words should be used in the sermon. After the service the

preacher asked his friend whether the pledge had been broken.
"You did well enough," said the other, "but you spoke of felicity,

and I do not think all your hearers understood it j I should have
said happilless." "I can hardly think," replied the former, "that

anyone does not know what fi"licity means j but I shall ask this
man who heard me use it. Come here, my man! You were in
church and heard my sermon j you heard me speak of felic/ty, do

you know what it means ?" "Ees, sir." ""\Yell. what does felidty

mean?" "Summut in the inside of a pig, but I can't say exactly what."
Now we may ridicule the ignorance of this rustic j but let us

bear, in mind that it is to him and to such as he that we owe the
stock of old English words in our possession j but for him and his
like we should have lost all our old plural forms, our kine and
swine, our geese and oXl!n}' but for him we should be without hose

or slwon, without brethren or children,. but for him poetry would
be deprived of the choicest expressions in its vocabulary, the sheen

would be gone that glimmers in the Batd's lays, and the spell that
bewitches us would be dead and gone j a poem in Latinised English
would be like a statue in a tail coat and black silk hat.

Two words more and I have done j these two words are cause

way and (',01tnterpane, as a final illustration of the inventive powers

of ignorance. The first was the Latin via calceata, which the
French maimed into chaussee, and which we further crippled into a
thoroughly English-looking word, a causeway. The other was in

Latin culcita puncta, and became in old French cOlllte pointe,. but
the unlearned, imagining that this name h3.d something to do with
short stitches corrupted it into courte-pointe. At thi~ period of its

existence the word crossecl the Channel, and as neither of its
component parts sounded at all English, our unlearned forefathers
gave it a British ring by calling it a ~ounterpane,. and so ignorance,
in this as in other cases, proved to be what we called her at the
outset, "the mother of invention,"

IGNORAMUS.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Shirburnian.

SIR,

If I shall not be intruding too much on Y'Jur pages, I
should like to bring before the notice of your readers what I cannot
but consider strange, I may say, un parallelled. The news suddenly
spread through the school on Wednesday, March 27th, that the final
draw of the Senior Single Fives' Matches had been played. "When?"
"During the afternoon!" "Before what spectators?" "None!"
"'Vho scored?" "No one!" "\\'as it posted?" "No!" Such,
sir, were the various questions and answers which were in the
mouths of everyone on the Wednesday evening and following
Thursday. NoIY I should very murh like to know the reason for
this unprecedented secrecy. Was it through carelessness? Surely
not! No, sir, if rumours, and very strong ones too, are to be
trusted, the posting of the match was pnrposely omitted. Now ever
since I have been at the School, the final match for the Senior
Singles has occasioned intense excitement, and very naturally, for
every boy must like to see the best player the School produces from
year to year, and such matches as that between Wallington and Gill,
some years ago, are not soon forgotten. What I should like to find
out is whether there are any rules about posting these Fives' matches,
or having a scorer. All I can say is, that if there is no "lex," there
has always existed a t. jus" or "unwritten law" that the School shall
be allowed to see the grand Fives match of the year, and I think it
very hard that this year should be made an exception, unless we are
to consider the rumoured shyness of one of the players a sufficient
excuse. I should never have written this letter had not my opinion
on the subject tallied with so many of those around me. Soon,
perhaps, we shall hear of Cricket Matches having been played without
the knowledge of the boys in the School; at any rate, if no written rule
exists that the Fives matches must be posted, and, at all events, one
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witness present at each of them, I would most strongly urge the
Games Committee to consider the subject well, as it is in their

power to prevent the repetition of the evil I have just mentioned.

I remain, Sir, yours truly,

A WOULD-BE SPECTATOR BAFFLED.

FOOTBALL.

THE SCHOOL V. MR. BASKETT'S TEAM.

This match was played on Saturday, March 3rd, aga~nst a team
kindly got up by :Mr. Baskett, most of whom were to come from
Southampton. Unfortunately, however, several of his members
disappointed him; the vacant places were accordingly filled by
substitutes from the School. The weather was almost perfect, but
perhaps a little too sunny. For the first ten minutes no advantage
was gained on either side, the scrimmages being very equal. Soon
after this, in spite of the efforts of Mr. Whitehead, Watkins
obtained the hrst touch for his side; the try at goal, however, was
unsuccessful. This seemed to raise the spirits of the School, for
from this time to the end of the game they proved themselves
superior in every respect; Watkins speedily obtained two more
touches, but the trit's at goal again failed. After half-time the ball
remained a short time close to the School goal, but was soon driven
back into our opponents' quarters. Phelps next ob~ained a touch,
which was neatly converted into a goal by Bewes. Shortly before
time was caned Watkins ran in for the fourth time. The School
accordingly were left victors by J goal and 4 touches to nothing.
For their respective sides the following played well :-1I1r. Baskett,
Mr. C. Whitehead, Mr. Watts, L. Watkins, H. Harries, P. Phelps,

C. E. Engli~h, F. Banks, Whiting, and Woodhouse.
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THE SCHOOL V. l\1R. RATTRAY'S TEAl\I.

On March 9th we played a team kir..dly got up by Mr. Rattray.
Unfortunately several of his side disappointed him; their places,
however, were filled by substitutes from the School. The ground
was in excellent condition, but throughout the game a drizzling
rain continued to fall. The ball was kicked off by the School
captain, and some tight scrimmages ensued about the centre of
the ground, in which the School was somewhat driven back by the
superior weight of their opponents. Mr. Rattray's forwards, aided
by some good runs by Mr. Whitehead, carried the ball close to our
touch-line, and Mr. Parsons, by some very dubious passing on the
part of Mr. Whitehead, obtained the ball and ran in for Mr.
Rattray's side; the goal was very well kicked by Mr. Wilson.
After this the School rallied, and some very brilliant runs were
made by Watkins; the forwards also played better together.
Watkins, by an exceedingly good run, soon obtained a touch for
his side, which was successfully converted into a goal by Bewes.
Nothing further worthy of notice occurred until "time" was
called. Thus ended a very closely-contested game, each side
getting one goal. It is but fair to mention that four of the School
Fifteen were unable to play, which affords an excuse for the School
forwards not playing well together. For their respective sides the
fdlowing played well :-L. Watkins, H. R. Rattray, T. Raven,
H. Harries, J. Parsons, J. Mayo, P. Phelps, and Longe.

Mr. Rattray's Team.-C. S. Whitehead, E. Tuffin (quarter-backs),
P. Mayo, B. Woodforde (half-backs), T. Wilson (back), H. Rattray
(captain), T. Raven, Raymond, Parsons, Gay, Gosling, Stel'hens,
Comerford, Longe, Pedler.

Sclwol.-F. E. Lacey (captain), J. Mayo (halfbacks), L. Watkins,
Harries (quarter-backs), L. Lester (back), H. narries, P. Phelps,
C. English, J. Watts, A. Galpin, J. T. Jackson, Lowndes, Bewes,
Broadmead, Whiting.

HOUSE l\IATCHES.-PRlCE'S V. WOOD'S.

This match was commenced on Thursday, March 7th, and con·
tinued on the following Tuesday. The general opinion of the
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School previous to the match was that Price's would prove easy
victors; their expectations, however, as the match eventually
proved, were not realized. On the first day the game was very
closely contested, and not the slightest advantage was gained by
either side. For Woods, the quarter-backs, Watkins and Lacey,
were chiefly conspicuous; for the other side Harries, ma., and
W'oodhouse rendered exeeedingly valuable services. Besides those
already mentioned, Whiting, Buchanan, H'lrries, mi., and Smith
played well. On the second day, at first, Price's seemed to have
the advantage, for Wood's were penned close to their goal line
until half-time. Continual scrimmages took place, in which Price's
gained ground owing to their superior, weight. After half-time the
ball still continued in the same quarter of the ground, owing to the
individual efforts of Wood's, who now played very well indf'ed
considering the vastly superior weight of their opponents. About
ten minutes before time was called Watkins made two brilliant
runs, by th~ last of which he obtained a tou~h between the posts;
the goal was well kicked by himself. The fellows who were
specially prominent in this game ,,,ere the same as on the previous
Thursday, with the addition of Pedler, ma Mayo also collared
extremely well on this day. A continual drizzle fell tbroughout the
game, which rendered holding the ball almost impossible.

Price's.-H. F. Harries, J. A. Mayo, Clapp, Harries, mi.,
Whiting, Woodhouse, Marriner, Cockeram, Gay, Widdicombe,
Squarey, May, Pedler, ma., Pedler, mi., Foster.

Wood's.-F. E. Lacey, L. Watkins, Smith, Aldous, Reynolds,
Turner, Scott, Buchanan, Pollard, Lough, Bastard, Leggatt, Wippell,
Edwards, 'Whitehead, tert.

HETHERINGTON'S V. TANCOCK'S.

:Monday, :March 11th. Throughout this game Tancock's seemed
to haye a slight advantlge in their forward play; this, however, was
rendered useless by Hetheringtoil's superior backs. Hetherington's
backs, especially Banks, ma., carried the ball, almost at the com

mencement of the game, into Tancock's "25," where it remained
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throughout, with some few exceptions, owing to the good play of
Watts. When time was called, Hetherington's were left victors by
2 goals and 7 touches to nothing. :' The touches were obtained by
Banks (4), Galpin, Donne, Gaskell, Barnes, and Urquhart j the 2

goals were kicked. by Donne Besides those already mentioned,
Garland, Banks, mi, Studley, and Hayne deserve mention.

Hetherington's.-A. J. Galpin, F. Banks, Sl_oman, ma., Urquhart,
Barnes, ma., Blandy, Barney, Hewett, Banks, mi., Moresby, Gaskell,
Andrews, Hole, mi., Chilcott, ma.

Tancock's.-H. 'Vatts, Gd.rland, Studley, Fox, Weekes, Laing,
Northey, Cambridge, Whitford, Wyley, Tnce, Haslope, Buckle,
Hayne, 8tephens, mi.

SCHOOL HOUSE V. THREE COCK HOUSES.

This match, the last of the season, was played on Saturday,
March 16th. The weather was exceedingly fine, but rather too hot
for football. Although the School House forwards were somewhat
heavier than the three Houses, the prevalent opinion throughout the
School was that the latter would prove victors, on account of their
superior back play. At the commencement of the game this hope
seemed likely to be realized, for the School House were driven to
about their" 25 j" this state ofaffairs, however, did not continue long,
and the superior weight of the School House forwards soon began to
tell. Little by little the three Houses were driven back, and till half
time the ball was kept close to their goal. After half-time the School
House still maintained their advantage, and, by ke~pillg close on the
ball, neutralized the superior running powers of their opponents'
quarters, 'Vatkins and Banks. After a 3hort time Longe ran in for the
School House j the touch was neatly converted into a goal by Bewes.
After this, till "time" was called, no advantage was gained on
either side, although the ball remained not more three yards away
from the goal-line of the three Houses for a considerable time. The
School House were thus left victors by one goal to nothing. For
the winners it is impossible to pick out any individual for good play,

since everyone played his hardest. For the three Houses Watkins,
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Harries, Woodhouse, and Banks were conspicuous. The three
Houses had lost the services of J. Mayo, and the School House of
A. Whitehead, through illness.

School House.-P. P. Phelps, C. E English, L. V. Lester, J. T.
Jackson, Lowndes, BelVes, Luff, Broadmead, Longe, Gosling,
Hughes, Roxby, Oakeley, Comerford, Tregarthen.

Three Oock Houses.-F. E. Lacey, L. \Vatkins, Smith, Shanks,
Buchanan, Aldous, Reynolds (Wood's); H. F. Harries, Clapp,
Harries, mi, Whiting, Woodhouse, Pedler (Price's); A. J. Galpin,
F. Banks (Hetherington's).

The Challenge Cup was given by J. Kennedy, Esq. in 1873, and
since that time it has been held by-1873, School House, H. White
head (Captain); 1874, Town, E. Tanner (Captain); 1875, Town,
G. E. Twynam (Captain); 1876, Wood's, C. Pink (Captain) ; 1877,
School House, C. Sanctuary (Captain); 1878, School House, P. P.
Phelps (Captain.)

CHARACTERS OF THE FIFTEEN.

F. E. LACEY (Captain).-A good half-back. Fair collar. An
excellent drop. Runs well at times.

L. WATKINS'-By far the best man in the XV. An exceedingly
good quarter, making brilliant runs. Has good kicking powers.

H. F. W. HARRIEs.-One of last year's XV. A really splendid
forward; unfortunately was not able to play at the beginning of the
season throt;gh illness.

C. CARMICHAEL.-A good hardworking forward; has rendered
great service to the XV. during the past season.

P. P. PHELPS.-A heavy, conspicuous, and very useful forward
when he chooses, but apt to get lazy in in-matches. A good kick.

A. WHITEHEAD.-Very energetic in the scrimmage. A useful

change quarter-back, with plenty of pace.
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C. E. ENGLISH.-Plays a hard game throughout; always to be

relied on.

l A~ MAYO.-A capital half-back, making very good runs at

times. A safe collar.

J. WATTs.-Fair in and out of the scrimmage. Should use his

head more.

A. N. WHITEHEAD.-A. useful forward, always at work; has

improved wonderfully during the season.

A. J. GALPIN.-Has set a good example to the XV. owing to his

energy.
L. V. LESTER.-A fair back; can drop well, but should use his

kicking powers more.

F. BANKs.-An active quarter-back; collars and passes well.

J. JACKSON.-A promising, strong forward.

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

... Shield.

Silas.
Rossini.

Beethoven.
Presto agitato.

On Friday evening, :March 1st, this Society, assisted by the

Orchestral Society, gave their forty-first Concert in the Music Hall.
In consequence of the date being necessarily earlier than was expected,

the performances were chiefly instrumental, but the choir met with

a loud encore in the difficult chorus of "St. Michael's Bells."

Subjoined is the programme :-

PART SONG, "The Owl"
OVERTURE, "L'Italiana in Algieri"
PIANO SOLO, Sonata in C sharp minor

Adagio sostenuto. Allegretto.
SPARKES.

SONG, " The Wolf" ...
AINSLIE.

VIOLIN SOLO, ":Minuetto e Rondo"
l\IR. REGAN.

Mozart.

CHORUS, "The Vikings" '" Eaton Faning.
Duet accompaniment, LOUGH and SPARKES.

SEPTETS {a." Gavotte" (Iphigenia)... '" ... Gliick.
b. "l\Iinuetto" (from string-quintet) ... Boccherini.

MR. REGAN, HARPER, rni., GEE, HARPER, ma., LESTER, rni,
GALPIN and LESTER, ma.



Haydn.

Scarlatti.
F. Hiller.

JIusicl/l Sudd!l.

{
a Harpsichord Lesson No. 4

PIANO SOLOS b.' Impromptu zur Guitarre
:MR. PARKER.

TRIO, " Rondo all' Ongarese "
Violin, Yiolincello, and Piano,

:MR. REGAN, GALPIN, and ]\fARRINER.
CHORUS, "The Bells of St. Michael's Tower" (Knyvett)

Sir R. P. Stewart.

{
GAvOTTE, "L'Enclume" ... .. ... A. Parlou.
]\fARCHE, " Belphegor " '" ... E. Brepsant.

CHORUS, " Great Dagon has subdued our foe" (Samson) .,. llandel.
NATIONAL ANTHEM.

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

On Wednesday evening, :ThIarch 13th, :Mr. Cleminshaw gave an

introductory lecture on "The Telephone," which was largely attended.

Some very interesting experiments in Galvanic Electricity and Sound

were performed, including the representation of the shape of a sound
by the oxy-hydrogen lime light. This subject was continued on
Wednesday, :March 20th, and the three kinds of Telephones were

fully described; during the evening vocal and instrumental effects
were tried which afforded considerable amusement.

On Thursday, :March 14th, a meeting was held in the Museum, at

which Professor Buckman was unanimously elected an Honorary

Member, and a paper by S. S. Buckman on "The Hibernation of

Insects" was read.

The Editors of the Shirbul'nian beg to acknowledge with thanks
the receipt 6fthe following :Magazines :-Marlbul'ian (2), Malvernian

(2), Lp,:/s Fortnightly (2), Epsonian, Wellingtonian, Carthusian,

'Elstonian, Ulula,Russ'1llian, llurst Johnian, lrlelburnian. Tonbridgian,

Haileylmrian, Radleian, Blul1dellian, Cliftonian, Trinity Tablet (2),
Uppingham /3chool Magazine, Ht. Edward:s School Chronicle,

Felstedian.


